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Having split his time between London and the White Isle for four years after moving to Spain to be with his
now-husband, Essential Ibiza has had the pleasure of enjoying his soulful vocals live at many a sunset session
or beach party, and, like many others, we were convinced he had the competition win in the proverbial bag. In
fact, it was only a few weeks ago that the Essential Ibiza team bumped into Peyton in Bali, Indonesia, where
he told us he was progressing well in the singing contest. Desperate to find out what happened and how he is
feeling about this unexpected twist, we caught up with Peyton as soon as he returned to Ibiza, enjoying a
catch-up over lunch at the beautiful Cotton Beach Club in Cala Tarida. How do you feel? I feel completely at
peace. For me, to get to where I got and to have this reaction from the public was so positive and affirmative
that I have no regrets. Is there anything you would have done differently in hindsight? The one thing that gives
me such a sense of total acceptance is that there is absolutely nothing I would or could have done differently. I
know I did my best. My voice was quite hoarse that day because I was jet-lagged and we had been filming all
day, so I joked to Sharon that I sounded like Joe Cocker with pneumonia. I did the best I could with what I had
that day. I understand why people are upset, but I also want to encourage them not to put out a lot of anger and
bad energy directed at any of the contestants. There has been a huge backlash on social media against Honey
G especiallyâ€¦ Anyone who tries to make their dream come true and goes for it deserves at least a certain
respect for taking a chance. But there is nothing to be gained from mocking people. What was it like to work
with Sharon? I was extremely excited to have her as a mentor, she was exactly who I had hoped I would get,
so the day we found out my category had Sharon was probably the happiest moment for me. It was very cool
to go to her house and sing for her and Robbie Williams. You are very well known in the dance music
industry. Why did you decide to enter the competition in the first place? During my first audition the judges all
asked me why I was there because they knew of the career I have already had in dance music. I gave them a
very honest answer, which was that I wanted change and I wanted more. I had come to a point in my career
where I felt I needed to shake things up and change direction. I was bored and I was finding myself getting
restless. Do you feel you have achieved what you wanted? I started winning the moment I went on that show
and that was even before I got the amazing reaction from the public. Did you expect it? In order to take part in
The X Factor, I prepared myself for the worst. So during the process I felt I never had time to prepare for the
best. It never occurred to me this might happen. The recording contract is not the real prize, the public getting
you and responding to you is. I have received so many beautiful messages about how hearing that song I Rise
has touched people and helped them and that is better than any recording contract. I feel incredibly blessed. I
fell in love with Relley C while we were in L. And although I barely had a chance to get to know her, I really
like Emily Middlemas. You told us you have an album waiting in the wings? My writing has progressed a lot
over the years and this is a grown-up record. The plan now is to finish up the album and carry on making
music.
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Christopher Michael Factor, 38, of Tiffin, passed away at his home Friday, August 25, On September 11, in Tiffin, he
was born to William and Barbara (Hartzell) Factor III.

Even though he worked as a professional singer at the time, Chris was so nervous at his audition, he was near
tears before he even began singing. After he finished, the waterworks were almost instant. Since the audition
his YouTube, it has gotten over 49 million views and has gone viral on an international level. Everyone has
seen this audition! On The X Factor UK, the judges could choose a wildcard, and the wildcard that had the
most public votes would become the thirteenth finalist. Chris got to stay in the competition and for the first
live week of performances, he had to pull out all the stops to try and stay in the game. For his performance,
Chris chose to sing a Mariah Carey song. She felt that the song choice was brilliant and she was so impressed
when he finished. Despite some criticism, Chris made it to week 3 because his powerful voice was undeniable
and the reason he needed to stay in the competition. And boy did he look the part! He came out onto the stage
with confidence, a silver suit, dance moves aplenty, and a flashing podium! Long gone was the man who cried
during his audition. Louis Walsh was finally impressed with Chris again, complimenting how he managed to
hit every note. He felt that the song was a perfect choice for Chris and he knew exactly how to rock it on the
stage. This performance just proved that Chris really is meant to sing power ballads, whether the judges think
that is cheesy or not. Nicole was impressed again, she felt he did an amazing job. But Chris really did nail it!
At the end of the day, they wanted a singer who could produce music people would listen to on the radio
today. Even though the judges were unsure of Chris at this point, the fans were still loving him and continued
to vote for him to keep him on the show. For a song that is meant to be sung by a group, Chris really handled
the power of this song and was able to deliver. His coach, Gary Barlow, was beyond proud of the hard work
that Chris has been putting in every single week. That might not have been a compliment, but Chris certainly
knows how to put on a good show! For week 9, Chris finally chose a song from the last 10 years, though it
was another power ballad. The judges finally gave him the credit that he was due! Louis felt that his music
was going to change his life and that Christopher deserved to be on the West End. Chris kept up with the
newer songs for his second performance in week 9. However, as entertaining the song was, the judges felt that
the song choice was not the best for the semi-finals. They felt that Josh Groban was an excellent choice, but
Michael Buble was not. And he brought the passion and fire!
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Christopher Michael Maloney is an English singer who was born in 26th of December in the year in
Liverpool, England. His father was Chris Maloney and his mother was Pat Maloney. Chris was very shy and
had big nervousness problem due to which he did not tried singing till He used to work in a call center
operative and in , Maloney auditioned in Liverpool for the ninth season of The X factor. This was a big
challenge for him as he had to fight his biggest fear and he did it by singing The Rose song in audition in front
of judges Louis Walsh, Gary Barlow , Tulisa Contostavlos and Geriu Halliwell. He overcomed his
nervousness very well and got a standing ovation by audience and judges. Judges appreciated him a lot and he
moved to the bootcamp. Maloney failed to make it in Finals but he got highest votes by public from weeks 1
to 7. So, he made his place in finals as the thirteenth finalist of the show. Maloney did not only made his place
in the heart of audience but he also had major support of celebrities like Jane McDonald and Marcus Collins.
Maloney did not won the show but got a huge fan following from the show. The song became very popular
but was not able to make it to the top of the UK Singles Chart. In , Maloney entered Celebrity Big Brother
House but got evicted as the fifth person who got least votes in the house. Christopher in his personal life is a
gay and he is living with his boyfriend Gary Doran. In , the couple got engaged and are planning to get
married soon. Christopher arranged his engagement on an exotic trip to Egypt with his friend Danniella
Westbrook. Though he started his career late and was trolled by haters a lot but still the star made his place in
millions of people through X factor and had got highest voting seven times on the x factor among nine times.
Making huge money in just four years is an appreciable thing. He already had an eyelid lift, three hair
transplantation , two previous nose jobs and teeth veneers which have definitely affected his net worth.
Christopher Maloney has a peaceful house in Kirkdale, Liverpool. He is living with his mom, his boyfriend
and his dog. The artist likes his garden the most as it gives him peace. Well , this is expected from an artist.
Christopher was asked to shift in London but he prefer staying in the Liverpool with his family. Christopher
Maloney apart from being a very melodious star is a very simple and nice person. He has an opportunity to
stay in London but he had chosen the place where he has been living before fame which shows he is a down to
earth person. Christopher is a very talented star and he is raising day by day to stardom. We hope he go a long
way!
Chapter 4 : Christopher Maloney - Latest news, views, gossip, pictures, video - Mirror Online
Christopher Maloney blew the judges away during his audition and became a standout contestant during his time on The
X Factor UK. We use cookies and other storage technologies to personalize your user experience and to show relevant
ads.

Chapter 5 : James Arthur wins X Factorbut Christopher Maloney vanishes from line-up - Telegraph
X Factor star Christopher Maloney is safe and well after the singer 'worried friends by vanishing for 24 hours and failed
to turn up to a gig', producers confirm.

Chapter 6 : The X Factor (UK series 9) - Wikipedia
#TonyPatrony Alexander Palace. Golden boy Calum Scott hits the right note | Audition Week 1 | Britain's Got Talent Duration: Britain's Got Talent ,, views.

Chapter 7 : X Factor's Christopher Maloney makes contact with Emmerdale star after going "missing"
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CHRISTOPHER Maloney is a singer from Liverpool who rose to fame on talent show The X Factor. He had left fans
worried after 'going missing' and failing to turn up to a gig but thankfully has been.

Chapter 8 : X Factor's Christopher Maloney 'dumps his fiancÃ© and cancels their wedding' - Mirror Online
Former X Factor star Christopher Maloney was reported to be "missing" by one of his friends, though former Emmerdale
actress Gemma Oaten has since clarified that he isn't. In reported since.

Chapter 9 : Obituary for Christopher Michael Factor
Christopher Michael Maloney (born 27 December ) is an English singer and musician from Liverpool, who is best-known
for being a contestant on The X Factor (UK) in
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